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Case StudyCase Study

�� ♀♀ Somali patient is prescribed Somali patient is prescribed 

EffexorEffexor XRXR®® (venlafaxine) 37.5mg QAM(venlafaxine) 37.5mg QAM

�� You provide the patient and her EnglishYou provide the patient and her English--

speaking family member:speaking family member:

•• Spoken directions for useSpoken directions for use

•• Printed directions/information in Somali Printed directions/information in Somali 

from the internetfrom the internet

�� She thanks you with a nod and a smileShe thanks you with a nod and a smile



�� She returns a month later for She returns a month later for 
refills on her other medsrefills on her other meds

�� States she doesnStates she doesn’’t need a refill t need a refill 
on her on her EffexorEffexor®® yet because she yet because she 
still has a lot leftstill has a lot left

�� You wonder if there was some You wonder if there was some 
miscommunication as she miscommunication as she 
doesndoesn’’t appear to be taking it as t appear to be taking it as 
you instructedyou instructed

Case StudyCase Study



What Happened?What Happened?

3 elements to Medication Adherence 3 elements to Medication Adherence 

The patient must The patient must KNOW HOWKNOW HOW to take to take 
the medicationthe medication

The patient must The patient must BE ABLEBE ABLE to take the to take the 
medicationmedication

The patient must The patient must WANT WANT to take the to take the 
medicationmedication

all require proper communicationall require proper communication



The code of ethics for pharmacists states:The code of ethics for pharmacists states:

““a pharmacist communicates with patients a pharmacist communicates with patients 
in terms that are understandablein terms that are understandable””

““In all cases, a pharmacist respects In all cases, a pharmacist respects 
personal and cultural differences among personal and cultural differences among 
patientspatients””

American Pharmacists Association.  Code of ethics for pharmacistAmerican Pharmacists Association.  Code of ethics for pharmacists. s. 
www.pharmacist.comwww.pharmacist.com

The Importance of The Importance of 
PharmacistPharmacist--Patient Patient 

CommunicationCommunication



What is Culture?What is Culture?

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) The Institute of Medicine (IOM) 

defines culture as:defines culture as:

““the accumulated store of shared the accumulated store of shared 

values, ideas, understandings, values, ideas, understandings, 

symbols, material products, and symbols, material products, and 

practicespractices of a group of people.of a group of people.””

Note: This definition does NOT include language!Note: This definition does NOT include language!

Cuellar LM et al.  ASHP statement on racial and ethnic disparitiCuellar LM et al.  ASHP statement on racial and ethnic disparities in health care. es in health care. 
Am J HealthAm J Health--SystSyst Pharm.Pharm. 2008;65:7282008;65:728--33.33.



Case Study Key IssuesCase Study Key Issues

There is a communication break down in There is a communication break down in 

at least one of three areasat least one of three areas

•• The The KNOW HOWKNOW HOW

•• The The BE ABLE TOBE ABLE TO

•• The The WANT TOWANT TO

Note: proper translation and/or interpretation Note: proper translation and/or interpretation 

of language usually only deals with the of language usually only deals with the 

KNOW HOW.KNOW HOW.



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

1. Perhaps she did not 1. Perhaps she did not KNOW HOWKNOW HOW to take to take 

it correctly due to poor communication:it correctly due to poor communication:

•• Translation or interpretation may have been Translation or interpretation may have been 

inaccurate inaccurate 

•• Translation may not include both English and Translation may not include both English and 

target languagetarget language

•• Patient may be illiteratePatient may be illiterate

--High rates of illiteracy in those from the High rates of illiteracy in those from the 

developing worlddeveloping world



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

2. 2. Perhaps she did not Perhaps she did not 

KNOW HOWKNOW HOW to take to take 

it correctly due to it correctly due to 

information overloadinformation overload

•• Perhaps the Perhaps the 

information was information was 

confusing or confusing or 

overwhelming to the overwhelming to the 

patientpatient



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

3. Perhaps the patient did not 3. Perhaps the patient did not KNOW HOWKNOW HOW

the medication worksthe medication works

•• She She ““took a few daystook a few days’’ worth of the   worth of the   

medication and did not feel better, so she medication and did not feel better, so she 

didndidn’’t believe it was workingt believe it was working””



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

4.  Perhaps she is 4.  Perhaps she is NOT ABLENOT ABLE to to 

take the medication becausetake the medication because

it is forbidden:it is forbidden:

�� Capsules may contain gelatinCapsules may contain gelatin

�� Muslims are prohibited from consuming porkMuslims are prohibited from consuming pork

(1)

…….However, .However, ““the gelatin formed as the result of the the gelatin formed as the result of the 

transformation of an impure animal is pure, and it is transformation of an impure animal is pure, and it is 

judicially permissible to eat.judicially permissible to eat.”” ((From a letter to health care 
providers by Hussein A Gezairy, Regional Director of the 
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean of World 

Health Organization)



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

5. 5. Perhaps she is Perhaps she is NOT ABLENOT ABLE to take it due to take it due 

to fasting practicesto fasting practices

•• Muslims participate in RamadanMuslims participate in Ramadan

•• Ramadan fasting entails nothing by mouth Ramadan fasting entails nothing by mouth 

from sunrise to sunset (food, water, from sunrise to sunset (food, water, 

medications, etc)medications, etc)

•• Other cultures may participate in other Other cultures may participate in other 

types of fastingtypes of fasting



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

6. 6. Perhaps the patient does Perhaps the patient does NOT WANTNOT WANT to to 

take the medication.  Maybe shetake the medication.  Maybe she……

•• ……doesndoesn’’t want to be stigmatized by having a t want to be stigmatized by having a 

mental illnessmental illness……

•• ……doesndoesn’’t understand the efficacy of Western t understand the efficacy of Western 

medicinemedicine……

•• ……wants to try traditional remedies firstwants to try traditional remedies first……

•• ……thinks her future is predetermined and thinks her future is predetermined and 

medication should not change her fatemedication should not change her fate……



Communication and Medication Communication and Medication 
Adherence IssuesAdherence Issues

7. 7. Any number of other issues could be at Any number of other issues could be at 

play. She may beplay. She may be……..

•• Sharing it with a family member with similar Sharing it with a family member with similar 

symptomssymptoms

•• Sending it back home to SomaliaSending it back home to Somalia

•• Rationing for an emergencyRationing for an emergency

•• ????



How Can Pharmacists Help?How Can Pharmacists Help?

Make sure patient Make sure patient KNOWS HOWKNOWS HOW to take the to take the 

medicationmedication

•• Provide translation/interpretation where Provide translation/interpretation where 

possiblepossible

•• Provide English translation as well as target Provide English translation as well as target 

languagelanguage

•• Assess patientAssess patient’’s ability to read the s ability to read the 

information giveninformation given

•• Simplify information given to the most Simplify information given to the most 

relevant, common, or crucial partsrelevant, common, or crucial parts



How Can Pharmacists Help?How Can Pharmacists Help?

If translation/interpretation not If translation/interpretation not 

readily available, use:readily available, use:

•• NonverbalsNonverbals (signs)(signs)

•• Symbols (sun/moon, red/blue, Symbols (sun/moon, red/blue, 

hashmarkshashmarks))

•• Images from internet that have Images from internet that have 

universally understood meaning universally understood meaning 

(sun, sleep, eat)(sun, sleep, eat)

•• Ad hoc interpretationAd hoc interpretation**

*Note: does not substitute for using a medically certified/trained interpreter.  
Use only when no other options are available.



How Can Pharmacists Help  ?How Can Pharmacists Help  ?

Make sure the patient is Make sure the patient is ABLEABLE to and to and 

WANTSWANTS to take the medication.to take the medication.

•• Be familiar with cultural aspects of Be familiar with cultural aspects of 

medication usemedication use

•• Involve the patient in the communication Involve the patient in the communication 

regarding the medicationregarding the medication

•• Provide relevant education on Western Provide relevant education on Western 

medicine and our medical systemsmedicine and our medical systems



How Can Pharmacists Help?How Can Pharmacists Help?

Confirm understanding and intent Confirm understanding and intent 
•• Have patient Have patient report backreport back how they will take the how they will take the 
medicationmedication

AskAsk openopen--ended questionsended questions to assess patientto assess patient’’s s 
understanding and to learn more about understanding and to learn more about 
cultural issues:cultural issues:

•• What concerns you about this medicine?What concerns you about this medicine?

•• What do you think about your medicine?What do you think about your medicine?

•• What do you think is causing your problem?What do you think is causing your problem?

•• What kind of treatment do you think would work?What kind of treatment do you think would work?

•• What worries you about your condition?What worries you about your condition?



Helpful ReferencesHelpful References

�� www.ethnomed.orgwww.ethnomed.org

•• Article focusing on medication nonArticle focusing on medication non--

adherence in different cultures @ adherence in different cultures @ 
http://ethnomed.org/clinical/pharmacy/medicahttp://ethnomed.org/clinical/pharmacy/medica

tiontion--nonnon--adherenceadherence--issuesissues--withwith--refugeerefugee--andand--

immigrantimmigrant--patientspatients

�� Culture clues: Culture clues: 
http://depts.washington.edu/pfes/CultureClues.hhttp://depts.washington.edu/pfes/CultureClues.h

tmtm



Additional Cultural Additional Cultural 
ResourcesResources

�� Bilingual staff Bilingual staff 

�� Discuss issues with crossDiscuss issues with cross--cultural cultural 

colleagues and/or pharmacy studentscolleagues and/or pharmacy students

�� Ask a crossAsk a cross--culture patient who culture patient who 

understands English and is wellunderstands English and is well--known to known to 

you to provide cultural updatesyou to provide cultural updates

�� Clarify with interpreters if cultural Clarify with interpreters if cultural 

information is necessaryinformation is necessary

�� Ask your patient!Ask your patient!


